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Improve Efficiency and Reduce Waste by Eliminating the Envelope
Product Overview
ULTRASEAL self mailer pressure seal forms are the cost-effective and environmentally
efficient way to create, process, and deliver mailed pieces without an envelope. By
eliminating the printed envelope from the process, pressure seal has become the more
efficient and “green” alternative when doing office mailings. Folding, stuffing, gluing,
and heating of mailings and envelopes are a thing of the past. ULTRASEAL pressure seal
solutions from Relyco are the future.
Relyco offers the largest variety of stock items, in addition to customized solutions to
suit your specific business needs. You will be amazed at just how many office mailings
and applications are made more successful, easier, and efficient by converting to
ULTRASEAL.

What Is Pressure Seal?
Benefits
•

Immediate material cost savings
by eliminating unbalanced
inventories and envelopes

•

Reduced processing time and
labor costs by eliminating handfolding and envelope stuffing

•

Environmentally-friendly process
makes pressure seal the “green”
alternative for office mailings

•

Greater accuracy and fewer
errors with improved efficiencies
and streamlined processing

•

Enhanced security is ideal for
sensitive documents

•

Reduce:
• Processing Time
• Material Costs
• Labor Costs

•

Eliminate:
• Unbalanced Inventories
• Hand Folding
• Envelopes
• Envelope Stuffing

Unlike other types of mailers that require glue, heat, or water to seal them, our printercompatible ULTRASEAL self mailers have narrow bands of pressure-sensitive adhesive.
Once you print the pressure seal mailing piece in your color or black and white laser
printer, the forms can then be fed into any one of the Formax™ pressure seal machines
available from Relyco. These machines take care of all the folding and sealing, utilizing
pressure that activates the special paper coating. The machine completely seals the
edges of the piece to creating a ready-for-mail document – no water, glue, heat, or
enveloped needed!

The process is faster and cleaner than any other self mailing product on the market,
making it the most cost and environmentally efficient way to create, process, and
deliver mailed pieces without an envelope.

One Solution for All Your Business Needs
Why are businesses are turning to ULTRASEAL? Simply put, because ULTRASEAL self
mailers from Relyco get opened, reduce processing times, and eliminate the need
for envelopes. Available in a variety of different colors, sizes, and formats, self mailer
pressure seal forms can be used in a wide range of applications.
ULTRASEAL pressure seal forms offer up to 13 different security features to protect your
business, so you can feel confident knowing that your highly sensitive information is
secure. Additional custom pressure seal security features are also available.

Time is Money – Pressure Seal Can Save You Both
Taking on any office process transformation can seem costly and time consuming at
first, yet with pressure seal, savings of time and money can be realized immediately. By
eliminating labor intensive activities like folding, stuffing, and sealing, our pressure seal
solutions can reduce your overall mail processing costs by nearly 50% and leave you
with time to focus on revenue-generating projects.
In addition, pressure seal forms can also be custom printed in today’s office laser printer,
complete with postage, allowing for control of costs, customization, and either bulk or
one-off delivery of mailed pieces when necessary.
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Ordering Information
ULTRASEAL laser pressure seal stock forms are available in a variety of colors, sizes, and fold configurations to meet your check printing
specifications. Customized solutions are also available to suit your specific business needs. All ULTRASEAL products are printed on
heavy 28# MICR bond stock for optimal runnability through your printing equipment.

Features

ULTRASEAL® Pressure Seal All Purpose Self Mailer
Part Number

Size

Color(s)

RPS811W
RPS811BA

8-1/2” x 11”
28# MICR Bond
Z-Fold

Blue or White

RPS811CW

8-1/2” x 11”
28# MICR Bond
C-Fold

White

RPS811VW

8-1/2” x 11”
28# MICR Bond
V-Fold

White

RPS814W
RPz814BA

8-1/2” x 14”
28# MICR Bond
Z-Fold

Blue or White

RPS814UBA

8-1/2” x 14”
28# MICR Bond
Uneven Z-Fold

Blue

RC814BA

8-1/2” x 14”
28# MICR Bond
One-Part Two-Way

Blue

Efficient One-piece Self Mailer
Created from a single sheet of
paper, our self-mailers eliminate
envelope inventory and waste
completely
One Solution For Hundreds of
Applications
ULTRASEAL self mailer pressure
seal forms are used by many
different industries to deliver:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invoices
Tax Forms
Grade Reports
Medical Reports
Collection Notices
One-piece PIN Mailers
Statements
Utility Bills
Newsletters
Tax Bills
And Many More

Versatile, User-friendly Forms for
Any Size or Type of Business
Our leading brand of laser
pressure seal all-purpose stock
forms are available in a variety of
colors, sizes, and formats
Custom-built for Your Business
Customized solutions are
available to suit your specific
business need.

About Relyco: For more than 25 years Relyco has been the premier supplier of unique and innovative paper products specifically designed for
laser, digital and inkjet printers. Our products are great for thousands of applications and uses – enabling you to get the most value out of your
printer investment. Understanding and meeting our clients’ needs is always our first priority. Visit us at www.relyco.com or call (800) 777-7359.
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